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Overview

• IKTERUS project and communication with international students at 
the University of Ljubljana and the Student Health Centre

• From theory to practice and back to theory



How do University of Ljubljana and Student Health
Centre communicate with international students?

• Critical questions: Who is the addressee? What is the message? In 
which language? In what kind of language? 

• International students as a vulnerable social group: 
• L2 users of both Slovene and English
• The author and the addressee do not have a shared conceptual knowledge of

the world – they have different contexts (temporal and spatial) as their
starting point

• Common institutional reflexes: automatically switching to English;  
not taking user needs into consideration

• Problematic practices: overly technical / difficult English hinders
understanding



Project example

•



Slovene communication tradition

• ‘Reader responsible language’: the responsibility for comprehending
the message is always on the part of the addressee, not the author

• The addressee is expected to be well informed – the author counts on 
the ‘ideal’ addressee

• The addresee is supposed to share the author’s conceptual
knowledge about the world completely – the author does not realize
that is not the case (is grounded in their own experience)

• The author’s communicative point of view is themselves without
taking the addressee into account



Challenges in implementing institutional
policy

• Tradition

• Self-image

• Distance from final users

• Access to key decision-makers

• Top-down vs. bottom-up vs. lateral approach


